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Introduction
Visit to Ding Xian

Photo courtesy of the Carl Taylor Collection. Used with permission.
Recognition and Great Respect for Madame Lin JiaMei

Photos courtesy of the Carl Taylor Collection. Used with permission.
Country Representative at UNICEF Headquarters

Photo courtesy of the Carl Taylor Collection. Used with permission.
Visits to Remote Provinces
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The Chinese People
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Commune System of Agriculture
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Work Points

Photo courtesy of the Carl Taylor Collection. Used with permission.
Transition of Economy—Ding Xiaoping
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Economic Progress in Village
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Taking a Pig to Market
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Bringing Home a TV
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New Houses in the Villages
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Return to Traditional Family Relations
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The Previous Barefoot Doctor System
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Making Their Own Medicines from Dried Flowers
Simple Grinding of Herbs
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One-Child Family System
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Women’s Social Affairs Committee in Villages
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One Child—Little Emperor
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Birth and Death Rates

Crude Birth and Death Rates, 1953-1982

- Crude birth rate
- Crude death rate

Rate (per 1,000 population)

Year

Population Pyramid

Age Pyramid of the Population
1982, China

Adapted by CTLT from China Population Census Office, 1983: Table 19.
Barefoot Doctors Delivering Baby in Village
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Baby Goes Promptly to Arms of Mother

Photo courtesy of the Carl Taylor Collection. Used with permission.
Rural Health Center—Mothers Do Nursing
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Father Takes Turn at Hospital
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Shanghai Hospital: Babies Have Three Days Isolation
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Baby Crying in Hospital Neonatal Unit
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Swaddled Babies With Tight Ropes
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Traditional Chinese Pharmacy
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Commercialized Pharmaceuticals Take Over
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Growth Monitoring of Newborn: Traditional Scale
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Hospitalization: IV Rehydration of Babies with Diarrhea
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Oral Rehydration
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Child Campaign: Immunization at Home
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Brother of Baby
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MCH Model Counties Start Workshops
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Intense Group Working Sessions
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New MCH Workers in Minority Areas
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New Category of MCH Village Doctors in Training
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Map of China